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RESUMO
A cardiomiopatia fenótipo hipertrófico (HCM) é a doença cardíaca mais comum
em gatos. Muitos dos pacientes acometidos podem evoluir para sinais clínicos
de insuficiência cardíaca congestiva, tromboembolismo arterial ou até morte
súbita em decorrência de arritmias ventriculares secundárias à HCM, assim,
marcadores eletrocardiográficos que possam auxiliar na detecção e potencial
prognóstico são de grande valia na cardiologia veterinária. Nossa pesquisa,
dividida em dois trabalhos, teve como objetivo investigar marcadores
eletrocardiográficos de condução e repolarização ventricular em gatos com e
sem cardiomiopatia. Quarenta gatos saudáveis e vinte e três com
cardiomiopatia fenótipo hipertrófico foram incluídos no estudo. O primeiro
trabalho investigou alguns índices de condução (duração [QRSd] e dispersão
[QRSv] do intervalo QRS) e de repolarização (média do intervalo QT [QTa] e
QT corrigido pela frequência cardíaca [QTac], variância do QT [QTv],
instabilidade total [TI], a longo [LTI] e a curto [STI] prazo do intervalo QT)
ventricular. Nossos resultados mostraram que gatos com HCM tiveram maiores
valores de QTa, QTac, QRSd e STI em relação ao grupo controle. O segundo
trabalho

objetivou

avaliar

novos

índices

de

repolarização

ventricular

denominados Tpte e Tpte/QT nas derivações de membros (I, II, III, aVR, aVL e
aVF) nesses pacientes. Nossos resultados mostraram que Tpte nas derivações
II, aVR, aVL e aVF foram maiores em gatos doentes em relação ao grupo
controle. Todos os índices mostraram boa repetibilidade quando avaliados por
diferentes observadores e alguns apresentaram correlação positiva com
parâmetros ecocardiográficos utilizados para o diagnóstico de HCM. Assim,
concluímos que os índices de condução e repolarização ventricular
apresentados nesse trabalho podem auxiliar no processo de investigação de
pacientes felinos com cardiomiopatia fenótipo hipertrófico.
Palavras-chave:

Gatos;

cardiomiopatia

hipertrófica;

marcadores

eletrocardiográficos; condução e repolarização ventricular; variabilidade do QT;
Tpte.

ABSTRACT
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most common heart disease in cats.
Patients with HCM can progress to clinical signs of congestive heart failure,
arterial thromboembolism, or even sudden death due to ventricular arrhythmias
secondary to HCM, thus, electrocardiographic markers can help in this
investigation and potentially show prognosis value had a great need in
veterinary cardiology. Our research, subdivided into two papers, aimed to
assess

electrocardiographic

markers

of

ventricular

conduction

and

repolarization in cats with and without cardiomyopathy. Forty healthy and
twenty-three with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy cats were included in this study.
The first one investigated markers of ventricular conduction (duration [QRSd]
and dispersion [QRSv] of the QRS interval) and repolarization (QT interval
[QTa] and QT heart rate-corrected [QTac] average, QT variance [QTv], total
[TI], long-term [LTI] and short-term [STI] QT interval instability). Our results
demonstrated higher values for QTa, QTac, QRSd, and STI in patients with
HCM in comparison to the control group. The second study aimed to assess
new ventricular repolarization markers such as Tpte and Tpte/QT in limb leads
(I, II, III, aVR, aVL, and aVF) in all patients. Our results showed that patients
with HCM had higher values of Tpte in leads II, aVR, aVL, and aVF when
compared with the control group. All markers demonstrated good repeatability
when measured by different observers and some of them had a positive
correlation with echocardiographic parameters commonly used for HCM
diagnosis. Thus, we conclude that ventricular conduction and repolarization
markers presented in this study can help in the investigation process of feline
patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Keywords: Cats; hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; electrocardiographic markers;
ventricular conduction and repolarization; QT variability; Tpte.
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INTRODUCTION
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is one of the most common cardiac
diseases in cats, with previous data showing a prevalence that reached 14.7%
in a population of 780 apparently healthy individuals (PAYNE et al., 2015). Cats
with HCM presented for clinical care because of this condition usually have
clinical signs secondary to congestive heart failure (CHF), such as dyspnea, or
even linked to arterial thromboembolism (ATE), which leads to limb paresis or
paraplegia (FOX et al., 2018). On the other hand, studies have shown that a
large proportion of HCM carriers are asymptomatic, and of these, a minority
may experience sudden cardiac death without any previous clinical signs
related to this disease (FOX et al., 2018; PAYNE et al., 2015; WILKIE, SMITH &
FUENTES, 2015).
Research carried out on people showed that the presence of structural
heart disease is an important risk factor for the development of malignant
ventricular arrhythmias and these rhythm disturbances increase the risk of
sudden death (HARRIS & LYSITSAS, 2016). Although this relationship is not
fully understood in companion animals, retrospective data evaluating 255 cats
with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy showed that the risk of sudden cardiac death
was greater in those individuals who had syncope and arrhythmias (PAYNE et
al., 2013).
The authors investigated a population of 282 cats with HCM and 31% of
them had rhythm abnormalities, with ventricular premature complexes (VPCs)
being the most observed when compared with supraventricular arrhythmias or
bradyarrhythmias (PAYNE et al., 2013). Additionally, not only cats with
10

symptomatic cardiomyopathy may have arrhythmias. A study using Holter in
seventeen cats affected by asymptomatic HCM documented VPCs in all, with
82% of them having complex ventricular arrhythmias (couplets, triplets, or
ventricular tachycardia), and fifteen of them still had supraventricular
arrhythmias (JACKSON; LEHMKUHL; ADIN, 2014).
Electrocardiography (ECG), although it is known as a complementary
test that does not confirm HCM affected cats, plays an important role in this
patient assessment of HCM consequences, because it was already reported
that several arrhythmias can occur in these individuals (CÔTÉ & JAEGER,
2008; JACKSON, LEHMKUHL & ADIN, 2014). Several studies of ventricular
conduction and repolarization markers have already been described in this
investigative process of arrhythmias in both humans and animals (TSE & YAN,
2017; BRÜLLER et al., 2018; VILA et al., 2021).
Some research of markers based on ventricular electrical conduction
assessed before evaluated QRS duration (QRSd) - which depicts the
conduction velocity - and QRS dispersion (QRSv) - which reflects the dispersion
of conduction velocity (CHAVEZ-GONZÁLEZ et al., 2017; KURL et al., 2012).
One report in human patients had already shown that the delay in ventricular
conduction, assessed by prolongation of the QRS complex interval and the S
wave, had an impact not only on the occurrence but also on the time of onset of
the first arrhythmic event and its recurrence (GIUSTETTO et al., 2019).
Ventricular repolarization, characterized by the interval between the
beginning of the QRS complex and the end of the T wave, has already been the
subject of studies in people with a focus on stratifying the risk of developing
arrhythmias and their consequences (MONITILLO et al., 2016). Among the
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repolarization markers studied by several authors are the heart rate corrected
QT interval (QTac) (VANDAEL et al., 2017), the QT interval dispersion (QTv)
(BAZOUKIS et al., 2019), the interval between the peak and the end of the T
wave (Tpeak – Tend) (DINSHAW et al., 2018) and the Tpeak – Tend/QT (TSE et al.,
2019). In humans, such markers have been used for the assessment of several
conditions. Saleh et al. (2019) evaluated children with congenital heart disease
and pulmonary arterial hypertension and demonstrated higher QT interval
dispersion in the affected group and showed a possible predictive value for
detecting arrhythmias. Another research conducted by Magrí et al. (2017), who
investigated the spatial dispersion of the QT interval in people with hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy, revealed that this marker may be useful in risk stratification for
sudden cardiac death.
The Tpeak – Tend (Tpte) index, defined as the interval between the peak
and the end of the T wave, can be characterized as a global dispersion index of
repolarization (LUX, 2017). In previous studies in human cardiology, it was
shown that its prolongation was associated with ventricular arrhythmias in
patients with HCM, allowing its use as a possible marker of ventricular
arrhythmogenesis (DINSHAW et al., 2018). Another research carried out by
Akböga (2017), investigating the relationship between Tpte and QT interval
(Tpte/QT) in people, showed that this parameter could be used as a potential
predictor index in the development of lethal ventricular arrhythmic events.
In veterinary cardiology, electrocardiographic markers of ventricular
repolarization, such as QT interval instability, have already been investigated in
dogs with myxomatous mitral valve disease (MMVD). The authors showed that
QTa and STI (short-term instability) better identified patients with cardiac
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remodeling and arrhythmias and that those in stage C of MMVD with higher STI
were 3.34 times more likely to develop arrhythmias (BRÜLER et al., 2018). Tpte
and Tpte/QT have also been evaluated in dogs with MMVD (VILA et al., 2021).
Their results showed that these parameters were higher in affected patients
with greater cardiac remodeling, and increased according to the frequency of
arrhythmias, being proposed as a useful index in the assessment of clinical risk
in these patients.
In cats, a study carried out by Romito et al. (2018) evaluated the
diagnostic and prognostic utility of surface ECG in a population of 57 cats, of
which thirty-five had left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). The authors identified
higher QTa and QTac values in patients with LVH and suggested that such
electrocardiographic measurements are possible auxiliary tools in the diagnosis
process in patients with left ventricular hypertrophy.
To date, there are few or no studies that have described ventricular
conduction (QRSd and QRSv) and repolarization (QTa, QTac, QTv, TI, LTI, and
STI) markers in healthy and HCM cats, which reinforces the relevance of our
research. In addition, knowing that among feline heart diseases HCM is the
most common one, combined with the recognized prevalence of arrhythmias
linked to it (BARTOSZUK et al., 2019), the assessment of electrocardiographic
indices with diagnostic and prognostic potential for such disturbances is
needed.
Thus, the objective of the present study was to evaluate markers of
ventricular

conduction

and

repolarization

in

cats

with

and

without

cardiomyopathy, and for this, we subdivided the study into two chapters.
Chapter one evaluated ventricular conduction (QRSd and QRSv) and
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repolarization (QTa, QTac, QTv, TI, LTI, and STI) indices in both healthy and
HCM cats. In chapter two, we aimed to evaluate the usefulness of new
electrocardiographic markers of ventricular repolarization (Tpte and Tpte/QT),
that had never been investigated in the feline species, also in healthy and
affected patients. Furthermore, we sought to correlate the results of the
electrocardiographic markers with the echocardiographic parameters used for
the diagnosis of HCM and to assess the usefulness of these markers in the
process of detecting hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and the development of
arrhythmias.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction / Objectives: Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most
common heart disease in cats. ECG is a tool that allows the evaluation of
markers that help in the diagnosis and risk stratification of conditions derived
from this disease. This study aimed to evaluate ECG markers of QT interval
variability (TI, STI, LTI, QTv), QT (QTa) and QT corrected for heart rate (QTac)
interval duration, as well as the duration (QRSd) and dispersion (QRSv) of the
QRS interval in both healthy and HCM cats.
Animals, Material, and Methods: Data were collected from 63 domestic cats
allocated in a Control (n=40) and a HCM (n=23) group. Fifty consecutive QT
intervals were gathered for all cats and then, QTa, QTac, QTv, TI, LTI, STI were
calculated. QRSd and QRSv were also obtained for all animals. We constructed
ROC curves to evaluate sensitivity and specificity of all markers to identify
patients with HCM. Logistic regression analysis was performed to assess the
risks of cats to have HCM.
Results: QTa (p<0.01), QTac (p<0.01), QRSd (p<0.01), and STI (p=0.02) had
significantly higher results in the HCM group. QTa >158.8ms, QTac > 27.4ms
and QRSd > 0.045s had an accuracy of 77.4%, 68.2% and 80.9%, respectively,
to detect HCM in our study. Logistic regression showed that cats with QTa >
158ms, QTac >27.4ms and QRSd > 0.045s had 1.58, 1.23 and 6.5 more
chances for having HCM.
Conclusion: The prolongation of the QT and QRS interval, through the QTa,
QTac and QRSd markers may be an auxiliary tool in the differentiation of
patients with and without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Keywords: repolarization markers; conduction markers; QT instability; cats;
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ECG – electrocardiography
E max – early diastolic maximal transmitral flow velocity
HCM - hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
IVSd - interventricular septum thickness in diastole
LA/AO - left atrium to aorta diameter ratio
LVEDd - left ventricle end-diastolic internal diameter
LVFWd - left ventricle posterior wall thickness in diastole
LTI - QT interval long term instability
MMVD - myxomatous mitral valve disease
QRSv - QRS interval dispersion
QTa - QT interval average
QTac - QT heart rate-corrected interval average
QTv - QT interval variance
STI - QT interval short term instability
TI - QT interval total instability
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INTRODUCTION
Hypertrophic phenotype cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most common
heart disease in cats, with reports detecting a prevalence reaching 14.7% (1).
Several secondary consequences of HCM have been reported, for example,
congestive heart failure (CHF), arterial thromboembolism (ATE), and sudden
cardiac death (SCD) (2,3). It is already known that SCD, as well as electrical
instability in congestive heart failure, may be related to an increase in the
dispersion of ventricular repolarization (4) by the occurrence of abnormalities in
ion channels (5).
For this reason, electrocardiography (ECG) and Holter in patients with
structural cardiac abnormalities have been used as tools to assist in the
investigation of arrhythmias in these individuals (6,7). In humans, the dispersion
of the QRS complex, which depicts the difference in duration between the
largest and smallest complex between leads, has been considered an index
with potential value for diagnostic investigation of patients in different clinical
conditions, including cardiomyopathies (8).
Similarly, parameters that reflect ventricular repolarization have also
been studied as indicators of different cardiac manifestations (9,10). The QT
interval, for example, was considered a risk indicator for the development of
arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death in humans (10–12). However, since this
parameter can be influenced by depolarization disturbances (13), it has been
proposed the evaluation of a new index called QT interval variability (14).
This parameter aims to assess ventricular repolarization from the
measurement of QT changes between cardiac cycles in the same lead and has
shown promising results. One study identified increased values in this marker in
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humans with ischemic and nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy (14) when in
comparison with healthy individuals and, in another research, it was verified that
its presence has an independent predictive value for mortality in people with
heart failure (15). Other markers that investigate the variability between cardiac
cycles have been suggested (16,17). In animals, our research group was the
first to evaluate the QT variability in dogs with myxomatous mitral valve disease,
and it was found that QT instability increases with disease progression and
brings with it a higher risk of developing arrhythmias, thus being proposed as a
prognostic marker for this condition in this species (18).
To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that have investigated
these markers of depolarization and ventricular repolarization in cats. Thus, the
aim of this study was to evaluate myocardial depolarization markers, which are
parameters linked to the QRS complex, as well as repolarization indicators
which are the ones related to the QT interval in both healthy and hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy cats. The author hypothesizes that cats with heart disease will
present greater ventricular electrical instability, which can be identified by the
parameters studied, which may be used as diagnostic indicators of the disease.

ANIMALS, MATERIALS, AND METHODS
Animals
This research was designed as a retrospective study, starting from the
analysis of the medical records of cats seen at a veterinary teaching hospital in
the period from November/2020 to November/2021. Domestic cats of any
breed, sex, age, and weight were selected, provided they met the following
inclusion criteria: 1) hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) group: patients with
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hypertrophic phenotype diagnosed by echocardiography, accompanied or not
by clinical manifestations; 2) control group (Control): clinically healthy cats, i.e.,
without evidence of heart disease on echocardiography. Individuals with known
systemic arterial hypertension, hyperthyroidism and with poor quality ECG
records were not included in the study. None of the patients were sedated for
clinical, echocardiographic or electrocardiographic evaluation. All procedures
were previously approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Use (CEUA) of
the respective university under protocol No. 028/2020.

Echocardiography
The echocardiographic examination was performed following the
recommendations previously described for feline species (19) using an
echocardiographya. Measurements of transmitral flow (E max), left atrium to
aorta ratio (LA/Ao), shortening fraction (SF), as well as interventricular septal
thickness (IVSd), internal diameter (LVEDd) and posterior wall thickness
(LVFWd) of the left ventricle in diastole were obtained. E max was obtained by
doppler assessment in the the left paraesternal window using the apical fourchamber view. Left atrial and aortic root diameters were measured from the
right parasternal window using short-axis images at the last frame before aortic
valve opening. Left ventricular diameters in diastole and SF were assessed by
M-mode also in short-axis view. Both IVSd and LVFWd were used to categorize
cats into healthy (Control) or disease (HCM) groups. Individuals with
echocardiographic parameters within the reference values for the species were
considered healthy (20). For the HCM group, the diagnosis and distribution of
individuals

between

disease

stages

were

performed

following

the
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recommendations of the consensus for the diagnosis and classification of feline
cardiomyopathies proposed by the American College of Veterinary Internal
Medicine (ACVIM) (21).

Electrocardiography
The digital electrocardiographic recordings were acquired with a digital
equipmentb and, for this, the animals were positioned in right lateral decubitus
and the electrodes were attached to the limbs to obtain, according to Bailey's
system (22), all six leads (I, II, III, aVR, aVL, and aVF). The ECG was recorded
for three to five minutes. From the tracings, the usual parameters were obtained
in lead II (heart rate, P wave amplitude and duration, PQ interval duration, QRS
interval amplitude and duration, and QT interval duration).
For each cat, the assessment of ventricular conduction and repolarization
markers was based on 50 consecutive QT intervals of sinus origin, measured in
lead II, always starting from the second minute of electrocardiographic
monitoring. After the collection of 50 QT intervals, they were corrected by heart
rate using the formula QTc = QT/(heart rate)1/3 , proposed by Fridericia (23).
Then, the corrected and uncorrected QT intervals were used to calculate the
mean QT interval (QTa) and corrected QT (QTac). Furthermore, the QT
variance (QTv), total instability (TI), short term instability (STI), and long term
instability (LTI) were calculated using the technique proposed by Van der Linde
(16) from Poincaré graphs. The calculation of such indices was based on the
following equations:
=
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where M represents the median of the distance of the 50 points from the center
of gravity of the data group; cg represents the center of gravity; Rcg represents
the rotated center and

= 45°. These parameters were previously obtained

from the following equations:

QT instability is an index obtained from consecutive QT intervals
measured in the same electrocardiographic lead and reflects the instability of
ventricular repolarization. The methodology applied to this study allows not only
to determine the presence but also to quantify instability by means of three
different markers of repolarization dynamics. In summary, the morphological
properties of the graph are used to determine the indices, based on the
distribution of the points in the data group and their distances from the center of
gravity. The width (distance from the y-coordinate) of the graph reflects the STI,
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the length (distance from the x-coordinate) reflects the LTI and a width-length
dependent parameter reflects the TI.
To evaluate the duration of the QRS complex (QRSd), three consecutive
electrical cycles were analyzed in lead II, considering the time from the
beginning of the Q wave to the end of the S wave. The QRS dispersion (QRSv)
was defined as the difference between the largest and smallest QRS complex
obtained between the recorded leads (I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF). All analyses
were performed in triplicate, considering the arithmetic mean as the result.

Statistical Analysis
Using a softwarec, all data were evaluated for normality using the
Shapiro-Wilk test. The quantitative variables were submitted to the MannWhitney test to compare the control and HCM groups. The Chi-square test was
used to evaluate the presence of arrhythmias among the groups studied.
Spearman's

test

was

used

to

evaluate

the

correlation

between

echocardiographic and general electrocardiographic data with the QTa, QTac,
QTv, TI, LTI, STI, QRSd and QRSv indexes. For test interpretation, the degree
of magnitude of correlation adopted was weak (r<0.3), moderate (r=0.3 to 0.5),
moderately strong (r=0.6 to 0.8), and strong (r>0.8). Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed to investigate the sensitivity and
specificity of the variables to differentiate cats with or without HCM. Uni- and
multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed to evaluate the
relationship of echo and electrocardiographic parameters with the risk of cats
presenting HCM. To assess the interobserver effect, 20% of the cats in each
group were reevaluated by another observer without knowledge of the previous
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results, and the Cronbach Alpha coefficient was then calculated. For
interpretation of the results, the following criteria were employed: α<0.5 (poor),
0.5>α<0.7 (acceptable), 0.7>α<0.9 (good), and α≥0.9 (excellent). The
significance level adopted for all analyses was p<0.05.

RESULTS
Sixty-three cats were evaluated and allocated to a control group (n=40)
and to a HCM group (n=23). In the control group most animals were female
(67.5%), with a mean age of 9 years (±4.3 years) and a mean weight of 4.1 kg
(±0.8 kg). In HCM group, most animals were male (65.2%), with a mean age of
10 years (± 4.2 years) and a mean weight of 4.3 Kg (±1.4 Kg). Most of the cats
selected were crossbreed (n=48), but Persian (n=8), Siamese (n=4), and
Sphynx (n=3) individuals were also included. Following the proposed staging for
the HCM group, the animals were classified into stages B1 (n=17), B2 (n=5),
an/d C (n=1). None of the cats of the control group and HCM in stage B1 were
receiving any medications; in stage B2, two were receiving thrombophylactic
therapy with clopidogrel; the cat in stage C was taking clopidogrel, furosemide,
and pimobendan.
Cats in the HCM group had significantly higher values for R wave
amplitude (p=0.03), QRS interval duration (p<0.01), and QT interval duration
(p<0.01) than healthy cats. Similarly, the echocardiographic parameters of IVSd
(p<0.001), LVFWd (p<0.01), LA/Ao (p<0.01) and transmitral flow maximal
velocity (E max) (p<0.01) were higher in the animals with HCM. All parameters
derived from echocardiography and ECG can be seen in Table 1.
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Despite heart rhythm, sinus rhythm was predominant in the control group
(n=38/40), with only two individuals presenting with sinus tachycardia. Some
electrocardiographic findings were observed in this group, namely leftward midaxis shift (n=1/40), right bundle branch block (n=1/40) and left anterior fascicular
block (n=1/40). In the cats with HCM, sinus rhythm was also more frequent
(n=21/23), with only two patients presenting with sinus tachycardia. Among the
animals in this group, changes such as right bundle branch block (n=2/23),
isolated premature ventricular complexes (n=4/23) and left anterior fascicular
block

(n=2/23)

were

found,

characterizing

a

higher

number

of

electrocardiographic changes compared to the control group (p=0.018).
The results obtained from the electrocardiographic markers of ventricular
conduction and repolarization evaluated in our study are shown in figure 1. The
variables QTa (p<0.01), QTac (p<0.01), STI (p=0.02) and QRSd (p<0.01) were
significantly higher in the HCM group than in the control cats. There was a
moderate positive correlation between QRS complex duration and IVSd
(r=0.42) and LVFWd (r=0.38); QTa had a moderate positive correlation with
LVFWd (r=0.38) and weak with LA/Ao (r=0.27); QTac had a weak positive
correlation with LVFWd (r=0.26) and with LA/Ao (r=0.24); STI had moderate
positive correction with IVSd (r=0.3). The best correlations found were for QTv,
which had a strong positive correlation with TI (r=0.84) and moderately strong
with LTI (r=0.71) and STI (r=0.70).
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed to
investigate the sensitivity and specificity of the variables to differentiate cats
with or without HCM.

The area under the curve of the echocardiographic

variables with the best result was: LA/Ao ratio (AUC=0.71), E max (AUC=0.72),
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IVSd (AUC=0.76), LVFWd (AUC=0.83), LVEDd (AUC=0.74); and the areas
under the curve of the electrocardiographic parameters were: QTa (AUC=0.82),
QTac (AUC=0.77), TI (AUC=0.63), LTI (AUC=0.61), STI (AUC=0.68), QRSd
(AUC=0.78) and QRSv (AUC=0.63) (figure 2). The parameters with AUC > 0.7,
with their respective cut-off values, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative
predictive value, accuracy, odds ratio and p-value are shown in Table 2.
Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed
to investigate the ability of the echocardiographic and electrocardiographic
indices in our study to differentiate between healthy and heart disease patients.
We found statistically relevant values only for QTa, QTac, and QRSd variables.
The significant results of the univariate analysis of echocardiographic and
electrocardiographic variables can be seen in table 3. Multivariate analysis did
not show significant results for the target electrocardiographic variables of our
study.
The result of the Cronbach Alpha coefficient, used to assess the
reliability and repeatability of measurements compared interobserver, showed
that all electrocardiographic indices measured in our study had score
coefficients considered good (0.7 to 0.9) or excellent (>0.9), confirming that they
are reproducible measures and with little variability between different observers.
The coefficient values of all parameters measured can be seen in Table 4.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we sought to evaluate indicators of electrical instability
obtained by electrocardiographic examination in healthy and HCM cats, seeking
to identify factors that may contribute to the diagnosis and prognostic
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stratification in heart disease patients. The echocardiographic evaluation of
HCM cats in this study is similar to those previously reported (24), with
increased thickness of the interventricular septum and left ventricular free wall.
Similarly, increased R wave amplitude and prolongation of QT interval were
documented in HCM cats compared to control animals, whereas P wave
duration, PQ interval, and heart rate were similar, as reported in a previous
study (7).
The increase in QRS complex duration (p<0.01) in cats with HCM, as
well as the increase in R wave amplitude (p=0.03) found in this study, have
already been demonstrated in cats with ventricular hypertrophy, with a previous
study showing a frequency of 24.6% in documenting these findings in a
population of 61 cats with HCM (25). As previously mentioned, QRS interval
dispersion (QRSv) has been useful in the evaluation of human patients with
several conditions, including cardiomyopathies (8) and it was reported its
potentially predictive value for cardiac death in this species (26). We did not
document statistical difference in this marker between the groups in our study,
but to the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on this parameter in
healthy and HCM cats.
Even in humans, it was still not possible to completely clarify the relation
of QRS dispersion with the disease. Interestingly, a research that enrolled 86
people with HCM found an increase of this marker in the affected group only
when the twelve ECG leads were considered, finding no difference when only
the six limb leads were evaluated (27). In our study, we assessed only the limb
leads, which may have compromised our results, since it has been previously
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reported that the QRS interval duration can suffer alternation, being longer in
the precordial leads (28,29).
In the past, authors investigated this marker in people with HCM and took
into consideration the distribution of ventricular hypertrophy (restricted to the
septum; septum and anterior wall; septum, anterior and lateral wall; diffuse
hypertrophy) (30). They did not find a correlation between hypertrophied
segment and the QRS duration or dispersion between the groups, but this same
study did not evaluate this index considering the maximal wall thickness or in
comparison to a control healthy group, showing that there are gaps about the
behavior of this marker to be filled in both humans and cats.
Our results for QTa and QTac were higher in cats with HCM (p<0.01).
This follows what has been previously reported by authors in cats with left
ventricular

hypertrophy

(7),

and

also

in

humans

with

hypertrophic

cardiomyopathy (31), which share relevant similarities in the manifestations of
this disease (32). At least in dogs, QTac shows discriminatory power for cardiac
remodeling in myxomatous mitral valve disease (MMVD) and predictive value
for the development of arrhythmias in this species (18). In people with
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, an increased QTac was considered a risk factor
for sudden death (33), which has not yet been elucidated in the feline species.
The relationship between QT interval prolongation and HCM, although
not completely elucidated, has been justified by means of some hypotheses.
Some authors who evaluated people with LVH, suggested that they presented
an abnormal response to autonomic changes mediated by altered function of βadrenergic receptors in hypertrophied ventricles (34–36). Another plausible
explanation would be that the combination of hypertrophy of the myocytes,
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parallel to the increased interstitial collagen matrix, would be related to the
prolongation of the duration of the action potential and reduction of its amplitude
(37–39). Our results on the prolongation of the QT interval, in association with
what has already been described in these previous data, reinforce the
hypothesis of the possible existence of these relationships.
As previously discussed, QT interval instability, which is evaluated in
consecutive cardiac cycles in the same lead, reflects the instability of ventricular
repolarization and allows not only to identify the presence, but also to quantify
this instability by means of its markers.

In our study, only STI showed a

statistical difference between the groups (p=0.02). The previously mentioned
histological and action potential alterations may also be related to QT interval
variability. Humans with HCM have already been identified with increased QT
interval variability (40). Moreover, a research enrolling people with HCM
showed a significant increase in short-term variability, and it was found that this
parameter had a positive correlation with the degree of ventricular hypertrophy
(41). Another study that evaluated the same markers of QT interval variability in
dogs with MMVD (18) showed that STI was the parameter that best identified
the presence of arrhythmias.
The reason for the increase in QT interval variability in these patients is
not yet fully understood and it is unlikely that a single parameter can detect
hemodynamic, electrophysiological, anatomical and functional changes that
may play a role in these changes. It has been speculated that assessment of
the short-term QT interval variability allows identifying the impairment in reserve
and temporal instability of repolarization in humans, because it is a marker that
assesses QT interval differences between consecutive cardiac cycles (41). It
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has been reported that a decrease in repolarization capacity occurs due to HCM
in people, and that this leads to marked impairment in repolarization reserve
and increases susceptibility to arrhythmias (42).
Previous research in humans with HCM suggested that these individuals
might have regional myocardial abnormalities in sympathetic nerve activity (43)
and that this could influence the QT interval variability. However, some years
later this hypothesis was reinvestigated and this same result was not identified,
because there was a negative correlation of the QT dispersion with the
parameters that reflected the regional variability of the sympathetic nervous
function in the evaluated individuals (44). Later studies suggested that although
QT interval variability is not directly linked to the measurement of ventricular
sympathetic activity, their results indicated a hypothetical relationship with
sympathetic

tone

(45),

because

it

becomes

elevated

in

certain

pathophysiological conditions, such as heart failure, where a progressive
increase of this markers has been documented with the worsening of cardiac
functional status in people with dilated cardiomyopathy (14). Similar findings
have also been described in veterinary medicine and reinforce this possible
involvement, because in the study of our research group in dogs with MMVD,
the variability of the QT interval increased with the progression of the disease,
being higher in the final stages (C and D) where patients have already
experienced congestive heart failure (18).
In our study, only one cat was in stage C, which leaves gaps as to why
we found only increased STI in HCM cats. However, authors have reported that
alterations involving sodium currents have been related to repolarization
changes in dogs with heart failure (46). These same elements of electrical
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remodeling have also been reported in people with HCM, but in this study the
subjects did not have heart failure (47), which could help explain such changes
found in our study. Research using Holter evaluated the QT variability in people
with HCM, as well as its relationship with the development of syncope, identified
an increase in this parameter and suggested that, due to the absence of
circadian variations, there may be a central autonomic regulatory impairment in
these individuals (48).
Although some studies have shown the correlation of STI with left
ventricular hypertrophy in people (41), we did not find the same in our results.
However, authors have evaluated ECG parameters in humans with HCM and
showed no correlation with myocardial thickness, suggesting that factors not yet
fully identified may contribute to the appearance of these cardiac electrical
changes (49). Some of these factors may be related to genetic manifestations,
because investigations suggested that mutations in HCM genes in people may
be directly involved in this process, where changes in the temporal dynamics of
repolarization were reported in these individuals (50–52). An increase in the
short-term variability of the QT interval has also been described in human
congenital long QT interval syndrome, showing that this change does not occur
only in structural heart diseases and may have considerable genetic influence
(53). Genetic similarities in HCM between humans and cats have been reported
mainly when considering myosin-binding genes (MYBPC3) (54).

However,

further studies investigating the relationship between these changes in cats with
HCM still need to be conducted for a better understand.
We constructed ROC curves to investigate the sensitivity and specificity
of the markers for differentiating cats with and without HCM. QTa (>158.8ms)
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and QTac (>27.4ms) had an accuracy of 77.4% and 68.2%, respectively, to
identify HCM affected individuals in our study. These values were similar to
some of the echocardiographic parameters commonly used for HCM diagnosis,
which are LA/Ao (74.6%), IVSd (74.6%) and LVFWd (82.5%), suggesting them
as auxiliary tools in this diagnosis process. The QTa result found in our study
showed a sensitivity of 54.4% and specificity of 92.3% to identify cats with
HCM, a finding similar to another study that evaluated feline patients with left
ventricular hypertrophy (7).
The areas under the curve of the markers TI (AUC=0.63), LTI
(AUC=0.63) and STI (AUC=0.68) showed lower values than those found in the
electrocardiographic indexes QTa (AUC=0.82) and QTac (AUC=0.77) and
echocardiographic

LA/Ao

(AUC=0.71),

IVSd

(AUC=0.76)

and

LVFWd

(AUC=0.83). There are no previous studies in cats on sensitivity and specificity
values of QT instability indices for comparison, but in the study in dogs with
MMVD (18), they found similar results for some of the parameters (TI AUC=0.66
and QTa AUC=0.68) to differentiate between remodeled and normal hearts.
Additionally, univariate logistic regression analysis (Table 3) in our study
revealed that QTa, QTac, and QRSd markers can be useful in identifying the
risk of individuals presenting with heart disease. Our interobserver analysis
(Table 4) showed that all measures have good reliability and repeatability,
concluding that these indices can be included in clinical practice.
Finally, it was not possible in our study to identify the relationship of
increased STI with arrhythmic events in patients with heart disease, however,
due to previous studies have already indicated this relationship in humans and
dogs, including with predictive and prognostic values (18,41), we encourage the
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continuity of the investigation of QT interval variability indexes in cats with HCM.
Among the limitations of this study are the small number of cats with HCM.
Given the retrospective nature of the study, the causes of ventricular
hypertrophy and HCM could not be adequately explored. In addition, not all cats
had electrocardiographic records with precordial leads.

CONCLUSION
QT interval prolongation and instability, through QTa and QTac markers,
as well as QRSd, can be useful tools in differentiating between cats with and
without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. In our study, cats with QTa > 158.8ms,
and QTac > 27.4ms were 13.5 and 4.7 more likely, respectively, to have HCM.
We suggest further studies to deepen the relationship of these indices
according to the progression of the disease and the appearance of arrhythmic
manifestations, seeking to evaluate a possible prognostic value as already
identified in other species.
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Legends
Table 1. Echocardiographic and electrocardiographic general measurements in healthy
(Control) and HCM cats.
Parameter

Control (n=60)

HCM (n=23)

P value

Heart rate (bpm)

204 ± 27.3

193 ± 36.6

0.209

P wave amplitude (mV)

0.10 ± 0.03

0.10 ± 0.03

0.705

P wave duration (s)

0.036 ± 0.004

0.038 ± 0.007

0.268

PQ interval (s)

0.068 ± 0.011

0.07 ± 0.013

0.321

R wave amplitude (mV)

0.3 ± 0.2

0.4 ± 0.2

0.03*

QRS duration (s)

0.04 ± 0.003

0.047 ± 0.08

<0.01*

QT duration (s)

0.154 ± 0.12

0.174 ± 0.25

<0.01*

3.8 ± 0.6

6.7 ± 0.8

<0.01*

LVEDd (mm)

16.3 ± 1.7

15.2 ± 2.1

0.132

LVFWd (mm)

3.9 ±0.6

5.6 ± 1.5

<0.01*

SF (%)

49.7 ± 8.7

52.1 ± 8.7

0.227

LA/Ao

1.2 ± 0.1

1.6 ± 0.6

<0.01*

E max (cm/s)

70.8 ± 17.8

92.4 ± 28.9

<0.01*

IVSd (mm)

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Bold values indicate statiscal significance.
E max – maximal transmitral velocity early diastolic flow; HCM – hypertrophic cardiomyopathy;
IVSd – interventricular septum thickness in diastole; LA/Ao ratio – left atrium to aorta ratio;
LVEDd – left ventricular internal end-diastolic diameter; LVFWd – left ventricle posterior wall
thickness in diastole; SF – shortening fraction.

10

Figure 1. Boxplots showing electrocardiography variables of duration (A) and
dispersion (B) of QRS interval, QT interval average (C) and QT heart rate-corrected
interval average (D), QT interval variance (E), total (F), long-term (G) and short-term
(H) QT interval instability. * Indicates the statistical difference (p<0.05) between groups.
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Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) constructed to assess
sensitivity and specificity of A: average (QTa) and heart rate-corrected average of Qt
interval (QTac); B: duration (QRSd) and dispersion (QRSv) of QRS interval; C: QT total
instability (TI); D: QT long-term instability (LTI) and E: QT short-term instability (STI) to
differentiate cats with and without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM).
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0.76

0.83

0.71

0.72

0.82

0.77

0.78

IVSd (mm)

LVFWd (mm)

LA/Ao (mm)

E max (cm/s)

QTa (ms)

QTac (ms)

QRSd (s)

>0.045

>27.4

>158.8

>77.4

>1.5

>5.15

>4.85

Cut-off

59.1

72.7

86.3

72.7

31.8

54.5

36.3

Sensitivity (%)

94.9

66.7

74.3

74.3

97.4

97.4

97.4

Specificity (%)

86.7

55.2

64.3

60.7

88.9

92.8

81.8

PPV (%)

79.22

79.4

88.2

82.2

72.2

79.6

73.1

NPV (%)

80.9

68.2

77.4

73

74.6

82.5

74.6

Accuracy (%)

24.7

4.7

13.5

7.5

20.8

50.7

12.2

Odds Ratio

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

P-value

average. Bold values indicate statistical significance.
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– left ventricle posterior wall in diastole; QRSd – duration of QRS interval; QTa – QT interval average; QTac – QT interval heart rate – corrected

E max – maximal early diastolic transmitral flow velocity; IVSd – interventricular septum thickness in diastole; LA/AO – left atrium to aorta ratio; LVFWd

AUC

Parameter

and without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

(NPV), accuracy, odds ratio and p-value of ECG and echocardiographic parameters with AUC > 0.7 to differentiate cats with

Table 2. Area under the curve (AUC), cut-off, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value

Table 3. Results of the univariate logistic regression analysis showing the
association between the risks for cats to develop hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Variable

Category

Odds ratio (95% CI)

P-value

IVSd (mm)

≤5

4.5 (0.97 – 20.9)

0.03

13 (1.7 – 99.3)

<0.01

7.9 (1.1 – 63.9)

<0.01

1.5 (0.72 – 3.2)

<0.01

1.58 (0.77 – 3.26)

<0.01

1.23 (0.59 – 2.55)

<0.01

6.5 (1.46 – 28.8)

<0.01

>5
LVFWd (mm)

≤5
>5

LA/AO

≤1.5
>1.5

E max (cm/s)

≤77.4
>77.5

QTa (ms)

≤157
>158

QTac (ms)

≤27.4
>27.4

QRSd (s)

≤0.045
>0.045

E max – maximal early diastolic transmitral flow velocity; IVSd – interventricular septum
thickness in diastole; LA/AO – left atrium to aorta ratio; LVFWd – left ventricle posterior wall in
diastole; QRSd – duration of QRS interval; QTa – QT interval average; QTac – QT interval heart
rate – corrected average. Bold values indicate statistical significance.
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Table 4. Interobserver concordance analysis of ventricular conduction and
repolarization markers in cats with and without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Parameter

Cronbach’s α

P value

QRSd

0.9

<0.01

QRSv

0.92

<0.01

QTa

0.81

<0.01

QTac

0.85

<0.01

QTv

0.80

<0.01

TI

0.91

<0.01

LTI

0.83

<0.01

STI

0.79

<0.01

LTI – long-term instability of QT interval; QRSd – QRS interval duration; QRSv – QRS interval
dispersion; QTa – QT interval average; QTac – heart rate-corrected QT interval average; STI –
short-term instability of QT interval; TI – total instability of QT interval. Bold values indicate
statistical significance.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction/Objectives: Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most
common heart disease. ECG allows assessing ventricular repolarization
parameters that can help in diagnosis and risk stratification of conditions that
occur

secondary

to

this

disease.

This

study

aimed

to

evaluate

electrocardiographic markers Tpte and Tpte/QT in leads I, II, III, aVR, aVL and
aVF in healthy and HCM cats.
Animals, Material and Methods: Data were obtained from 63 domestic cats
allocated in a Control (n=40) and a HCM (n=23) group. Tpte and Tpte/QT of all
individuals were measured in all limb leads (I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF). We
constructed ROC curves to evaluate sensitivity and specificity of markers to
identify HCM affected cats. Logistic regression analysis was performed to
assess the risks of cats to have HCM based on Tpte indexes.
Results: Tpte DII (p<0.01), Tpte aVR (p<0.01), Tpte aVL (p<0.01) and Tpte aVF
(p<0.01) had significantly higher results in the HCM group. Tpte/QT showed no
statistical difference between groups in any of the derivations evaluated. A Tpte
> 27.5ms in lead aVF showed an accuracy of 83.3% to identify individuals with
HCM in our study. Univariate logistic regression reveals that a cat with Tpte in
aVR and aVF > 27.5ms and in aVL > 26.5ms had 1.28, 12 and 1.16
respectively, more chances for having HCM.
Conclusion:

The

prolongation

of

Tpte

may

be

a

noninvasive

electrocardiographic complementary tool to help differentiate patients with and
without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Keywords: Repolarization markers; electrocardiography; cats; hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy; Tpte.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ECG - electrocardiography
E max - maximal early diastolic transmitral flow velocity
HCM - hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
IVSd - interventricular septum thickness in diastole
LA/Ao - left atrium to aorta diameter ratio
LVEDd - left ventricle end-diastolic internal diameter
LVFWd - left ventricle posterior wall thickness in diastole
MMVD - myxomatous mitral valve disease
QT - QT interval average
QTc - QT heart rate-corrected interval average
Tpte - T wave peak to end interval
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INTRODUCTION
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most common cause of left
ventricular hypertrophy in cats, and a survey evaluating a population of one
thousand seven hundred and thirty cats showed a prevalence of HCM reaching
58.3% of all individuals (1). While some affected animals remain asymptomatic
until the time of diagnosis, others may develop congestive heart failure (CHF),
arterial thromboembolism (ATE), or even sudden cardiac death (2). "The Reveal
Study", previously reported, suggested that such manifestations when added
together occurred in 58.4% of all patients, and additionally revealed that the risk
of morbidity and cardiac death associated with these consequences was
steadily increasing over the follow-up period, which extended up to ten years
after study entry, in what was the largest study involving cats with HCM ever
published.
It has been shown that an increase in the ventricular repolarization period
dispersion may be related to sudden cardiac death, as well as the electrical
instability in congestive heart failure (3), due to the occurrence of abnormalities
in ion channels (4). Several electrocardiographic markers that assess
ventricular repolarization have already been described to investigate the risk of
developing malignant arrhythmias or sudden cardiac death, and among them
we highlight the indexes derived from the QT interval (QT dispersion, QT
corrected for heart rate, QT variability) and the T wave (Tpeak - Tend ) (5,6).
In a previous study, Tpeak - Tend (TpTe), which represents the interval
between the peak and the end of the T wave, was shown to be increased in
humans with HCM (7). In another research also evaluating people with the
same disease, it was suggested that Tpte may be useful as a marker of
19

ventricular arrhythmogenesis and helps in the risk stratification process for
sudden cardiac death (8). In veterinary medicine, we recently demonstrated that
Tpte increases with the progression of myxomatous mitral valve disease in
dogs. Moreover, this parameter was useful in the identification of ventricular
arrhythmias in these patients, also allowing the stratification of the clinical risk of
cardiac mortality in affected dogs (9).
Reports about the probability of developing arrhythmias in cats with
heart disease are scarce, but a study using Holter in cats with HCM showed a
higher number of arrhythmias in the affected individuals, with compensated or
decompensated disease status, when compared to the control group (10). To
the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that have evaluated the indices
of electrical instability during the myocardial repolarization phase, a condition
related to the emergence of ventricular arrhythmias and, potentially, to the risk
of sudden death in feline cardiac patients. In this research, the author’s main
hypothesis is that TpTe increases in cats with HCM, and this increase is related
to the magnitude of cardiac remodeling. Thus, the aim of this study was to
investigate the behavior of electrocardiographic indicators derived from the T
wave in both healthy and HCM cats.

ANIMALS, MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
The study was designed as retrospective research, developed from the
analysis of clinical data of patients seen at a teaching veterinary hospital in the
period from November/2020 to November/2021. All procedures were previously
approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Use (protocol: 028/2020). During
20

the procedures, the animals underwent complete clinical evaluation. Domestic
cats were included in the study, with no distinction of breed, sex, weight, or age.
In addition, the cats needed to undergo clinical, echocardiographic and
electrocardiographic evaluation. None of the patients were sedated for any
evaluation. Cats with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) were selected, as
well as cats without any cardiovascular changes, which were used as controls.
Individuals with known systemic arterial hypertension, hyperthyroidism and with
poor quality ECG records were not included in the study.

Echocardiography
The echocardiographic examination was performed according to the
recommendations of the technique previously described for feline species (11),
using a devicea with a 4-12 MHz frequency transducer, and echocardiographic
measurements of transmitral flow velocity (E max), left atrium and aorta ratio
(LA/Ao), shortening fraction (SF), interventricular septum thickness (IVSd),
internal diameter (LVEDd) and posterior wall thickness (LVFWd) of the left
ventricle in diastole were obtained. E max was obtained by doppler assessment
in the the left paraesternal window using the apical four-chamber view. Left
atrial and aortic root diameters were measured from the right parasternal
window using short-axis images at the last frame before aortic valve opening.
Left ventricular diameters in diastole and SF were assessed by M-mode also in
short-axis view. Individuals with echocardiographic parameters within the
reference values for the species were considered healthy (12). The diagnosis of
HCM was based on the thickness of IVSd and LVFWd and the HCM stage
group was categorized following the recommendations of the consensus for
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diagnosis and classification of feline cardiomyopathies proposed by the
American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine (ACVIM) (13).

Electrocardiography
Digital electrocardiographic recordings were acquired in a digital
equipmentb and, for that, animals were positioned in right lateral decubitus and
electrodes were attached to the locomotor limbs to obtain bipolar and unipolar
leads increased in the frontal plane (I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF). The recordings
were made for three to five minutes and from these tracings the usual
parameters were measured in lead II: heart rate, P wave amplitude and
duration, PQ interval duration, QRS amplitude and duration, QT interval (14)
and QT corrected by heart rate (QTc), obtained through the formula QTc =
QT/(heart rate)1/3 proposed by Fridericia (15) for all patients in both groups.
To evaluate Tpeak - Tend and Tpeak - Tend /QT, three consecutive electrical
cycles were selected in each of the six recorded leads (I, II, III, aVL, aVR, aVF).
The peak of the T wave (Tpeak) was defined as the point of the greatest
amplitude of the T wave; the end of the T wave (Tend) was defined as the point
of intersection of the end of the T wave with the baseline isoelectric line (Figure
1). The Tpeak - Tend /QT was obtained using Tpte and QT results previously
collected in all leads. The result of each analysis was the arithmetic mean of the
three electrical cycles studied.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed in a digital softwarec and all data
were evaluated for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Quantitative variables
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were submitted to the Mann-Whitney test for group comparison. Spearman's
test was used to evaluate the correlation between echocardiographic, and
electrocardiographic data with the TpTe and TpTe/QT indexes obtained in the
different derivations. For test interpretation, the magnitude of the correlation
was defined as weak (r<0.3), moderate (r=0.3 to 0.6), moderately strong (r=0.6
to 0.8), and strong (r>0.8). The Chi-square test was used to compare the
presence of arrhythmias between the groups studied. Receiver operating
characteristic curves (ROC) were constructed to investigate the sensitivity and
specificity of the evaluated variables to differentiate cats with or without HCM.
Uni- and multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed for the
echocardiographic and electrocardiographic variables. In addition, to assess
interobserver agreement, 20% of the patients in each group were reevaluated
by another observer without knowledge of the previous results, and the
Cronbach Alpha coefficient was then calculated. For interpretation of the
results, we used the following criteria: α<0.5 (poor), 0.5>α<0.7 (acceptable),
0.7>α<0.9 (good), and α≥0.9 (excellent). For all analyses, we adopted a
significance level of p<0.05.

RESULTS
Sixty-three cats were included in the study and allocated in a control
(n=40) and HCM (n=23) groups. In the control group most animals were female
(67.5%), with a mean age of 9 years (±4.3 years) and a mean weight of 4.1 kg
(±0.8 kg). In HCM group, most animals were male (65.2%), with a mean age of
10 years (± 4.2 years) and a mean weight of 4.3 Kg (±1.4 Kg). Most of the cats
selected were crossbreed (n=48), but Persian (n=8), Siamese (n=4), and
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Sphynx (n=3) individuals were also included. Following the proposed staging for
the HCM group, the animals were classified into stages B1 (n=17), B2 (n=5)
and C (n=1). None of the control and HCM stage B1 cats were receiving any
medications; in stage B2, 40% (n=2/5) were receiving thrombophylactic therapy
with clopidogrel; the only cat in stage C was receiving clopidogrel, furosemide,
and pimobendan.
Cats with HCM had significantly higher R-wave amplitude (p=0.03) and
larger QRS complex (p<0.01), QT (p<0.01) and QTc (p<0.01) intervals than
controls. In addition, echocardiographic parameters IVSd (p<0.01), LVFWd
(p<0.01), LA/Ao ratio (p<0.01) and transmitral flow velocity (E max) (p<0.01)
were

also

higher

in

HCM

animals.

All

parameters

derived

from

echocardiography and ECG in both groups can be seen in Table 1.
In the control group, 95% of the cats (n=38/40) presented sinus rhythm,
and sinus tachycardia was evidenced in 5% (n=2/40) of the individuals. In
addition, a frequency of 2.5% was found for each of the following rhythm
changes: left mid-axis deviation (n=1/40), right bundle branch block (n=1/40)
and left anterior fascicular block (n=1/40). For the cats with HCM, sinus rhythm
was also more frequent with 91.3% (n=21/23), and only 8.7% (n=2/23) of
patients showed sinus tachycardia. Isolated premature ventricular complexes
were documented in 17.4% (n=4/23), right bundle branch block in 8.7%
(n=2/23) and left anterior fascicular block also in 8.7% (n=2/23) of the cats in
this group, characterizing a higher number of electrocardiographic alterations in
comparison to the control group (p=0.018).
In the HCM cats, TpTe was higher in leads II, aVR, aVL and aVF when
compared to the control group. There was no difference between groups for
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TpTe/QT (Table 2). The leads that provided the best TpTe measurements were
II (63/63; 100%) and aVR (Control 36/40, 90%; HCM 18/23, 78.2%). In contrast,
when measured in aVL, TpTe could only be assessed in 29/40 (72.5%) and
12/23 (52.1%) of healthy and affected cats, respectively.
In correlation analysis using Spearman's test, we identified that Tpte in
lead II had a weak positive correlation with the QT interval (r=0.29). In leads I,
III, aVR, aVL and aVF, Tpte correlated moderately with QT interval (r=0.38,
r=0.36, r=0.34, r=0.39 and r=0.40). Tpte in lead I and aVR leads had a
moderate positive correlation with the echocardiographic parameter LA/Ao ratio
(r=0.33 and r=0.42, respectively). Tpte aVF had a moderate positive correlation
(r=0.39) with IVSd. We found no significant correlation of the Tpte/QT with
electrocardiographic and echocardiographic parameters of the individuals
evaluated in this study. Scatter plots demonstrating the relationship of Tpte with
echocardiographic indices can be seen in figure 2.
The sensitivity and specificity of the variables in differentiating cats with
or without HCM, evaluated through the construction of ROC curves, showed as
areas under the curve (AUC) the following values: LA/Ao (0.71), IVSd (0.76),
LVFWd (0.83), QT (0.82), QTc (0.77), TpTe I (0.60), type II (0.68), TpTe III
(0.67), TpTe aVR (0.72), TpTe aVL (0.74), TpTe aVF (0.74). The TpTe/QT
areas under the curve were: I (0.56), II (0.50), III (0.50), aVR (0.55), aVL (0.58)
and aVF (0.51). The ROC and AUC curves of the Tpte are shown in figure 3.
The electrocardiographic and echocardiographic indices with AUC > 0.7, their
respective cut-off values, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive
value, accuracy, odds ratio, and p-value can be seen in table 3.
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Uni- and multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed to
investigate the ability of the echocardiographic and electrocardiographic
variables in our study to evaluate the risk for cats to be found with heart
disease. We found statistically significant values for the Tpte variables only in
the aVR, aVL, and aVF leads. All results of the univariate analysis can be seen
in table 4. The multivariate analysis did not show significant results for the
electrocardiographic variables targeted by our study.
When evaluating the agreement between different observers using
Cronbach's α coefficient, we found repeatability and reliability with a score of
good (α=0.7 to 0.9) or excellent (α>0.9) of the TpTe measurements for all leads.
The coefficients in leads I, II, III, aVR, aVL and aVF was α=0.95, α=0.91,
α=0.80, α=0.88, α=0.91, α=0.92, respectively.

DISCUSSION
In this research, we aimed to evaluate electrocardiographic parameters
with a view to identifying abnormalities in ventricular repolarization in cats with
HCM. A previous study showed that 57.4% of the cats with HCM had ECG
changes, with the most common being left anterior fascicular block and
premature ventricular complexes (VPCs) (16), as observed in our study.
Furthermore, our results showed that individuals with HCM have higher TpTe
compared to healthy animals. TpTe is recognized as an index that represents
the total dispersion (transmural, apicobasal and global) of ventricular
repolarization (17,18). Its sensitivity to recognize abnormalities in myocardial
repolarization in different diseases has already been reported before in previous
studies (19–21).
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In humans with HCM, TpTe was shown to be increased when compared
to healthy subjects and, moreover, was higher when HCM patients had
arrhythmic events of ventricular origin (22). In our study with cats, this
parameter also showed an increase in affected individuals when compared to
the healthy group, although it was not possible to assess the relationship
between TpTe and the presence of arrhythmias, given the small number of cats
with rhythm disturbances in our research.
Increased values of some ventricular repolarization markers such as QT
interval, heart rate-corrected QT interval, and even TpTe have been described
in people with HCM (23,24). In cats with left ventricular hypertrophy,
prolongation of the QT and QTc interval have also been reported before (25),
which also was found in this study. At least in humans, it is believed that the
QTc prolongation may be related to ventricular hypertrophy and outflow tract
obstruction, to ion channel mutation, and to sympathetic tone activation (24,26).
In humans and also in cats, histopathological evaluation of affected
hearts has demonstrated myocyte disarray, abnormalities in the intramural
arterial microvasculature, and extensive areas of fibrosis (27) culminating in a
phenotype of left ventricular asymmetry with increased heart mass and weight
(28,29). In cats with left ventricular hypertrophy, a correlation between the
degree of hypertrophy and the duration of the QT and QTc intervals has already
been demonstrated (25). It is believed that there is an abnormal response to
autonomic changes due to the altered function of cardiac beta adrenergic
receptors in hypertrophied ventricles (30–32). Such previously mentioned
conditions may justify, at least in part, the documented increase in TpTe, QT,
and QTc in the HCM cats evaluated in this study.
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An interesting finding was the correlation identified between TpTe and
the QT interval. The duration of the repolarization process that occurs in each
cardiomyocyte is measured as the duration of the action potential, and the QT
interval is considered to reflect the sum of all cellular repolarization events in the
heart (33). The prolongation of the QT interval has been related to a wide
variety of causes (e.g. drugs, genetics, heart failure), and some of them are
known to be involved in the manifestation of arrhythmic events in humans (34).
Authors have suggested that this may occur due to a decrease in the
electromechanical window, which represents the time difference between
electrical and mechanical systole, and that any change in this process, leads to
prolongation of the QT interval, which could promote proarrhythmic conditions
(35). In veterinary medicine, prolongation and instability of the QT interval
have been associated with arrhythmic manifestations and dilated hearts in dogs
with MMVD (36). Additionally, also in dogs with mitral valve disease, Tpte has
been investigated and its increase has been associated with the development of
ventricular arrhythmias, and with a cardiac remodeling in disease progression,
suggesting it is a possible marker for these conditions (9).
Our research also found a correlation of Tpte with ventricular remodeling
parameters in cats. This correlation with myocardial thickness contrasts with
were found in humans with HCM, where Tpte was higher in individuals with
heart disease compared to healthy ones and, additionally, was even higher in
affected patients when they had ventricular arrhythmic events (37). After that,
the increased Tpte found in our study, plus the correlation between Tpte and
QT interval and echocardiographic parameters of myocardial thickness, may
suggest that this marker has applicability in the investigation of these conditions
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in heart disease cats, with future investigations being necessary to confirm the
relationship of Tpte with arrhythmias and disease progression in these patients.
When evaluating the sensitivity and specificity of TpTe to differentiate
between healthy and HCM cats, we achieved the best results from leads aVR
(AUC=0.71), aVL (AUC=0.74) and aVF (AUC=0.74), which show similarity with
the echocardiographic parameters commonly used for diagnosis of HCM in
cats, such LA/Ao (AUC=0.71), IVSd (AUC=0.76) and LVFWd (AUC=0.83).
Although TpTe should not be used as an isolated parameter for diagnosis of
this disorder, it can be useful as a complementary tool in this investigation
because it is a possible measurement to obtain from electrocardiographic
tracings, it was proved to have good interobserver repeatability, and a TpTe
above 26.5 in aVL and 27.5 in aVR and aVF has shown the accuracy of 73.2%,
70.3% and 83.3%, respectively, to detect cats with HCM. Additionally, the
univariate logistic regression analysis (Table 4) showed that the Tpte, especially
in the aVF, had similar values to the echocardiographic parameters used in the
HCM diagnosis process, revealing its potential use for this purpose.
This study has several limitations. Undoubtedly, one of the biggest lies in
the retrospective design of the research, which limits the obtainment of the
clinical history of the patient, as well as the data from complementary exams.
The differentiation between causes of ventricular hypertrophy, for example,
could not be performed satisfactorily in all patients. Furthermore, the
electrocardiographic records used lack precordial leads, which could possibly
bring another approach to the results. Previous studies have shown that TpTe
assessed in precordial leads reflects transmural repolarization (18), while its
evaluation in limb leads depicts global repolarization (38,39). Also, Holter
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recordings could help in the characterization of paroxysmal arrhythmias in the
small population of cats with heart disease and agreed on the possibility to
assess the relationship between repolarization markers and frequency and
malignment of rhythm disturbances. Finally, the small number of affected cats
limits the evaluation of the parameters within the prognostic perspective.

CONCLUSION
Cats with HCM showed increased TpTe in leads II, aVR, aVL and aVF
when compared to healthy individuals, revealing it as an index useful in the
diagnostic investigation of these patients. Tpte >27.5ms in aVF had an
accuracy of 83.3% to identify individuals with HCM and might be a
complementary noninvasive tool in this process. We encourage new research to
assess the usefulness of Tpte as a diagnostic and prognostic marker in patients
with arrhythmic events in order to expand the knowledge about this parameter
that has proven its diagnostic and prognostic values given the results presented
so far.
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Footnotes
a

- Philips Affiniti 50 ultrasound system equipped 4-12 MHz phased-array

transducers, Phillips®, Brazil.
bc

TEB - ECG v. 3.2, Tecnologia Eletrônica Brasileira, Brazil.

- Statistica Single User version 13.2, TIBCO Software, Brazil.

Legends
Figure 1. The 'tangent' method for defining the end of the T wave. The peak of
the T wave was defined as the time point where the T wave had the maximal
amplitude, whereas the end of T wave was considered as the intersection of the
tangent to the down slope of the T wave and the isoelectric line (blue line).
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Table 1. Echocardiographic and electrocardiographic measurements of healthy
(Control) and HCM cats.
Parameter

Control (n=60)

HCM (n=23)

P value

Heart rate (bpm)

204 ± 27.3

193 ± 36.6

0.209

P wave amplitude (mV)

0.10 ± 0.03

0.10 ± 0.02

0.705

P wave duration (s)

0.036 ± 0.004

0.038 ± 0.007

0.268

PQ interval (s)

0.068 ± 0.011

0.07 ± 0.013

0.321

R wave amplitude (mV)

0.3 ± 0.2

0.4 ± 0.2

0.03*

QRS interval (s)

0.04 ± 0.003

0.047 ± 0.08

<0.01*

QT interval (s)

0.15 ± 0.12

0.17 ± 0.25

<0.01*

QTc (ms)

26.3 ± 2.8

30.7 ± 6.4

<0.01*

IVSd (mm)

3.8 ± 0.6

6.7 ± 0.8

<0.01*

LVEDd (mm)

16.3 ± 1.7

15.2 ± 2.1

0.132

LVFWd (mm)

3.9 ±0.6

5.6 ± 1.5

<0.01*

SF (%)

49.7 ± 8.7

52.1 ± 8.7

0.227

LA/Ao

1.2 ± 0.1

1.6 ± 0.6

<0.01*

E max (cm/s)

70.7 ± 17.8

92.4 ± 28.9

<0.01*

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Bold values indicate statiscal significance.
E max - maximal transmitral velocity early diastolic flow; HCM - hypertrophic cardiomyopathy;
IVSd - interventricular septum thickness in diastole; LA/Ao ratio - left atrium to aorta ratio;
LVEDd - left ventricular internal end diastolic diameter; LVFWd - left ventricle posterior wall
thickness in diastole; QTc - heart rate-corrected QT interval; SF - shortening fraction.
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Table 2. Tpeak - Tend and Tpeak - Tend /QT measurements in limb leads of healthy
(Control) and HCM cats.
Parameter

Control (n=60) (ms)

HCM (n=23) (ms)

P value

Tpte I

23.6 ± 3.9

26.3 ± 6

0,195

Tpte II

25.1 ± 4

29.3 ± 7

0,01*

Tpte III

25.1 ± 5.5

28.8 ± 7.2

0,138

Tpte aVR

24.6 ± 4.3

28.9 ± 5.9

<0,01*

Tpte aVL

23.7 ± 3.2

27 ± 5

0,04*

Tpte aVF

23.9 ± 2.9

38.2 ± 4.3

<0,01*

Tpte/QT I

0.15 ± 0.02

0.15 ± 0.03

0,645

Tpte/QT II

0.16 ± 0.02

0.16 ± 0.04

0,926

Tpte/QT III

0.16 ± 0.03

0.16 ± 0.03

0,781

Tpte/QT aVR

0.16 ± 0.03

0.16 ± 0.02

0,736

Tpte/QT aVL

0.15 ± 0.02

0.15 ± 0.03

0,300

Tpte/QT aVF

0.15 ± 0.02

0.16 ± 0.03

0,972

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Bold values indicate statistical significance.
HCM - hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; ms - milliseconds; Tpte - T wave peak to end interval.
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Figure 2. Correlation between measurements of Tpte in leads aVR and aVF
with echocardiographic LA/Ao ratio and IVSd which are commonly used as
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy diagnosis criteria parameters.
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Figure 3. Receiver operating curves (ROC) constructed to assess sensitivity
and specificity of Tpeak - Tend in limb leads to differentiate cats with and without
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
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0.76

0.83

0.71

0.72

0.82

0.77

0.72

0.74

0.74

IVSd (mm)

LVFWd (mm)

LA/Ao

E max (cm/s)

QT (ms)

QTc (ms)

Tpte aVR (ms)

Tpte aVL (ms)

Tpte aVF (ms)

>27.5

>26.5

>27.5

>27.4

>158.8

>77.4

>1.5

>5.15

>4.85

Cut-off

53.3

63.6

52.9

72.7

86.3

72.7

31.8

54.5

36.3

Sensitivity (%)

96.9

78.6

81.1

66.7

74.3

74.3

97.4

97.4

97.4

Specificity (%)

88.9

53.8

56.2

55.2

64.3

60.7

88.9

92.8

81.8

PPV (%)

82.1

82.1

76.3

79.4

88.2

82.2

72.2

79.6

73.1

NPV (%)

83.3

73.2

70.3

68.2

77.4

73

74.6

82.5

74.6

Accuracy (%)

36.6

5.4

4.1

4.7

13.5

7.5

20.8

50.7

12.2

Odds Ratio

<0.01

0.018

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

P value

indicate statistical significance.
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ventricle posterior wall in diastole; QT - QT interval average; QTc - QT interval heart rate - corrected average; Tpte - T wave peak to end interval. Bold values

E max - maximal early diastolic transmitral flow velocity; IVSd - interventricular septum thickness in diastole; LA/AO - left atrium to aorta ratio; LVFWd - left

AUC

Parameter

without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

(NPV), accuracy, odds ratio and p-value of ECG and echocardiographic parameters with AUC > 0.7 to differentiate cats with and

Table 3. Area under the curve (AUC), cut-off, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value

Table 4. Results of the univariate logistic regression analysis showing the
association between the risks for cats to develop hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Variable

Category

Odds ratio (95% CI)

P value

IVSd (mm)

≤5

4.5 (0.97 - 20.9)

0.03

13 (1.7 - 99.3)

<0.01

7.9 (1.1 - 63.9)

<0.01

1.5 (0.72 - 3.2)

<0.01

1.58 (0.77 - 3.26)

<0.01

1.23 (0.59 - 2.55)

<0.01

1.28 (0.47 - 3.45)

0.02

1.16 (0.39 - 3.47)

0.02

12 (1.56 - 92.2)

0.01

>5
LVFWd (mm)

≤5
>5

LA/AO

≤1.5
>1.5

E max (cm/s)

≤77.4
>77.5

QT (ms)

≤157
>158

QTc (ms)

≤27.4
>27.4

Tpte aVR (ms)

≤27.5
>27.5

Tpte aVL (ms)

≤26.5
>26.5

Tpte aVF (ms)

≤27.5
>27.5

E max - maximal early diastolic transmitral flow velocity; IVSd - interventricular septum
thickness in diastole; LA/AO - left atrium to aorta ratio; LVFWd - left ventricle posterior wall in
diastole; QTa - QT interval average; QTac - QT interval heart rate - corrected average; Tpte - T
wave peak to end. Bold values indicate statistical significance.
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
Our research assessing ventricular conduction and repolarization
markers in cats with and without hypertrophic cardiomyopathy showed that
some parameters could be used in the disease investigation process. QTa,
QTac, QRSd and Tpte in leads aVR, aVL and aVF revealed satisfactory
accuracy in the disease detection and had a positive correlation with
echocardiographic parameters used as diagnostic criteria for HCM. All
measurements demonstrated good repeatability showing their possible use in
daily practice. We suggest further studies using Holter to better understand the
relationship of these markers with rhythm disturbances, which can occur
secondary to HCM. Moreover, the usefulness of these parameters to assess
prognosis in cats with HCM remains undiscovered, leaving new sources of
study areas to be filled.
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